New On Video & DVD

Dallas Season 12 Having avoided getting shot by his frustrated wife, Sue Ellen (Linda Gray), at the end
of Dallas' 11th season, ruthless oil tycoon J.R. Ewing (Larry Hagman) decides to relax a bit as season 12
gets under way. Embarking on a hunting trip to Arkansas, serial philanderer J.R. has brief tryst with
hillbilly gal Cally Harper (Cathy Podewell) which turns out to be a major mistake when Cally's brothers,
in cahoots with a crooked sheriff, contrive to have J.R. arrested and sentenced to a work farm! In order
to save himself, J.R. agrees to divorce Sue Ellen and marry Cally who isn't quite as vacuous and
guileless as she looks. Once J.R. and Cally are hitched, the vengeful Sue Ellen purchases a movie studio
for the express purpose of collaborating with screenwriter Don Lockwood (Ian McShane) on a shocking
filmed exposé of J.R. and his highly questionable business practices. (This collaboration reaps
unexpected benefits when Sue Ellen and Lockwood are married!) Season twelve marks the exit of two
longtime Dallas regulars: Steve Kanaly and his character, J.R.'s half brother, Ray Krebbs, bid farewell
early in the season; and by mid-year, Linda Gray (aka Sue Ellen) is also gone. Conversely, Audrey
Landers as Afton Cooper, former sister-in-law of J.R.'s niece Lucy (Charlene Tilton), returns after an
absence of several seasons. Newcomers to the cast include George Kennedy as rival oil man Carter
McKay, who after purchasing Ray Krebbs' ranch takes over Westar Oil and mounts a range war (both
literal and figurative) against the Ewing family, hoping not only to destroy J.R. but also to remove
Bobby Ewing (Patrick Duffy) as head man of Ewing Oil. The McKay-Ewing conflict would spread far
beyond the boundaries of Texas and extend into the wilds of Washington, D.C., Austria, and Russia!
Along with Carter McKay, Carter's unhappy wife, Rose (Jeri Gaile), and his profoundly troubled
children, Tommy (J. Eddie Peck) and Tracy (Beth Toussaint), make their first appearances this season.
Warner
Super Friends Season One Volume One Behold the Super Friends: Superman, Batman and Robin,
Wonder Woman and Aquaman debut as an animated team in these first-season episodes of the HannaBarbera series. Mobilized by TroubAlert, the superheroes avert disasters both cosmic and mundane. Yet
they prevail over Dr. Rebos, Prof. Baffles and other zealous brainiacs as much through reason as with
force. Trainees Wendy, Marvin and Wonder Dog aid in the effort, as do Flash and Green Arrow. Warner
Ironman Armored Adventures Volume 2 This animated series follow the adventures of teenage whiz kid
Tony Stark, who uses his high-tech Iron Man suit to learn the truth about his industrialist father's recent
death and to take on the Mandarin, an enigmatic villain. With the help of sidekicks Rhodey and Pepper,
Stark also confronts the nefarious Obadiah Stane, who has transformed Stark Industries into a manufacturer of devastating weapons. Vol. 2 contains episodes 7-12 from Season 1. Vivendi
Cloudy With a Chance of Meatballs Inspired by Ron and Judi Barrett's beloved children's book of the
same name, Cloudy With A Chance Of Meatballs follows inventor Flint Lockwood (voice of Bill Hader)
and brainy weathergirl Sam Sparks (voice of Anna Faris) as they attempt to discover why the rain in
their small town has stopped while food is falling in its place. Meanwhile, lifelong bully Brent (voice of
Adam Samberg) relishes in tormenting Flint just as he did when they were kids, and Mayor Shelbourne
(voice of Bruce Campbell) schemes to use Flint's latest invention a device designed to improve
everyone's lives for his own personal gain. Mr. T. voices by-the-books cop Earl Devereaux, and James
Caan voices Flint's technophobe father, Tim. Sony
The Moment After The Book of Revelation comes alive in this biblical thriller starring David White as
FBI agent Adam Riley, a just-the-facts man who, along with his partner, Charles Baker (Kevin Downes),
investigates the disappearance of a band of people whom authorities believe have made off with a
mysterious leader (Brad Heller). Who is this leader, and why has he inspired such faith? What does he
have to say? Sony
The Theory of Everything In this Christian drama, Doug Holloway (David de Vos) embarks on a quest
to locate his birth father, Eugene Holland (Victor Lundin),
a scientist
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feetGod's existence through physics. But Eugene is suffering a degenerative brain disorder that's compromising his mental
faculties. In the process of reconnecting and working together to complete Eugene's mission before time
runs out, father and son learn the importance of faith. Sony
All About Steve While Steve (Bradley Cooper) would have to disagree, socially inept Mary (Sandra
Bullock) thinks he's her true love and shamelessly pursues him around the country, egged on by Steve's
wingman, the sexist and mean Hartman (Thomas Haden Church). But the two men start feeling guilty
for their callousness when they realize there's more to Mary than her outrageous boots and wacky
statements. Phil Traill directs this comedic tale, which also stars Ken Jeong. Fox
Rise and Fall of the Berlin Wall This ingenious documentary casts an architectural perspective on the
Berlin Wall, employing computer imagery to re-create its development from a rudimentary partition to a
Dantean concrete blockade. Erected in 1961, the "Wall of Death" grew to encompass seven concentric
rings outfitted with signal wires, trenches and traps. The human involvement and cost is conveyed via
interviews with the wall's designers and those who attempted escape. A&E

Now on DVD

Naruto Shippuden 4 The epic adventures continue in these episodes from the hit anime
series that follows the exploits of young ninja Naruto, who has just returned home from
a years-long training mission with legendary warrior Jiraiya. As Naruto takes on his
former master with the help of his old pal Sakura -- who's gained some impressive new
powers herself -- members of the dreaded Akatsuki seek to capture Naruto's former
rival, Gaara. Vol. 4 contains episodes 14-17. Viz/Warner
District 9 When aliens land on Earth, global business conglomerate Multi-National
United forces them into rigid containment zones where they are compelled to labor,
even as MNU commandeers their otherworldly technology for profit. As tensions build
between human and non-human races, a rogue agent leads a resistance movement
against MNU's ruthless consolidation of power. Neill Blomkamp directs this cinema
verité-style sci-fi thriller. Sony
Taxi Final Season This sitcom followed the life of a group of cabbies in New York. The
group, employees of the Sunshine Cab Company, was made up a motley crew including
Bobby (Jeff Conaway), a frustrated actor, Tony (Tony Danza), a struggling boxer, Louie
(Danny DeVito), the tyranical dispatcher, and Reverend Jim (Christopher Lloyd), a
spacey ex-hippie. The classic ensemble sitcom was hailed by critics and audiences alike
after premiering on ABC Sept. 12, 1978. It's a vehicle with heart, as well as humor, and
won three straight Emmys as Outstanding Comedy Series. Alex (Judd Hirsch), Louie
(Danny DeVito), Jim (Christopher Lloyd), Tony (Tony Danza), Latka (Andy Kaufman),
Bobby (Jeff Conaway) and the rest of the wacky gang from New York City's Sunshine
Cab Company return with more laughs in the fifth and final season of the Emmy
Award-winning comedy series. In this round, Elaine (Marilu Henner) falls for one of
Latka's countrymen, Alex battles a gambling compulsion, and Simka (Carol Kane) faces
deportation. Paramount/CBS
Jennifer's Body Sexy temptress Megan Fox is hotter than hell as Jennifer, a gorgeous,
seductive cheerleader who takes evil to a whole new level after she's possessed by a
sinister demon. Steamy action and gore galore ensue as the male student body succumbs
to Jennifer's insatiable appetite for human flesh. Now it's up to her best friend (Amanda
Seyfried) to stop Jennifer's reign of terror before it's too late! Fox
ER Season 12 Complex cases and even more complex personalities are the norm in the
urban Chicago emergency room that serves as the heart of this long-running medical
drama. In the 12th season, ER staffers Michael Gallant (Sharif Atkins) and Dr. Rasgotra
(Parminder Nagra) decide to tie the knot; an infant chimpanzee comes into the ER for
treatment; Dr. Kovac (Goran Visnjic) becomes chief of emergency medicine; and more.
Warner
Secrets of the Dead Killer Flu This fascinating program explores the flu pandemic that
swept across the globe in 1918 and killed some 40 million people, four times the
number of casualties from the recently ended World War I. As contemporary virologists
and epidemiologists continue their research in an effort to understand where this flu
strain originated and what made it so lethal, experts predict we will face a comparable
pandemic soon, possibly in the next decade PBS
The Presidents Based on the book To the Best of My Ability, this series profiles those
who've held office as president of the United States across a 215-year span. Featuring
presidential archives and commentary from leading scholars, the program chronicles the
stories of the diverse group of past presidents who've governed America. From Jefferson's Louisiana Purchase to Reagan's Revolution, the trials and triumphs of those
who've held office are highlighted. The acclaimed American Experience series presents
The Presidents Collection comprised of 20th century presidential biographies profiling
the lives and legacies of Theodore Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Harry S. Truman, John Kennedy, Lyndon B. Johnson, Richard Nixon, Jimmy Carter,
Ronald Reagan, and George H.W. Bush. PBS
The War After tackling the truly American subjects of jazz and baseball, award-winning
documentarian Ken Burns returns to our country's military history with The War. His
acclaimed 1991 series, The Civil War, was devoted to the War Between the States, while
this 2007 production pays the same amount of care and attention to World War II.
Rather than keeping The War on the frontlines, Burns and his fellow director Lynn
Novick also explore life on the homefront in four towns: Waterbury, Connecticut;
Mobile, Alabama; Sacramento, California; and Luverne, Minnesota. Keith David, who
also lent his baritone to Ken Burns' Jazz, narrates this documentary series, while actors
such as Tom Hanks, Samuel L. Jackson, Josh Lucas, and Adam Arkin give readings of
historical accounts of those who fought on the other side of the world, as well as those
who were fighting in their own way back home. PBS
The Story of India The British historian Michael Wood takes viewers on a fascinating
journey through India, recounting the nation’s rich, storied past and delving into its
modern political climate. One of the oldest civilizations on the planet, India has been
colonized, embattled, and mythologized many times over, but continues to hold a
powerful position on the world stage: its massive population (expected to outpace
China’s, in raw numbers) and nuclear arsenal make the diverse democracy a force that
cannot be ignored. The Story Of India offers a gorgeous look at the country’s natural
wonders, and an insightful glimpse into the hearts and minds of its citizenry. PBS
Marine 2 No one at the opening of a posh island resort including Marine sniper Joe
Linwood (Ted DiBiase Jr.) and his PR executive wife, Robin (Lara Cox) suspects that
terrorists are among them ... until mayhem breaks loose, leaving Robin and the resort's
owner hostage. Now, Joe must use every deadly maneuver in his arsenal to save his
wife, end the tense standstill and leave no hostage behind. Roel Reiné directs this
action-packed sequel. Fox
Noble Things Jimmy Wayne Collins (Brett Moses, who also co-directs), a country star
with a career gone bust, drifts home to Texas to nurse his dying father, Pete (Michael
Parks). But it's the severed ties of his youthful past that he truly hopes to mend in this
thoughtful drama. After locating his brother (Ryan Hurst) in prison and his old sweetheart (Dominique Swain) in a grocery aisle, Jimmy realizes there's more than one way
to lead an honorable life. Monarch
The Civil War from PBS and filmmaker Ken Burns, the epic 11-part series on the Civil
War, utilizing printed information from the period. Collector's set of the critically
acclaimed Ken Burns' documentary miniseries and the highest rated PBS show in
history. The Civil War is examined in exquisite detail as has never been done before
using the words of citizens and slaves of the time. Turner video collection #5316
includes a "Making Of" documentary. The volumes are available individually. Refer to
the individual titles for more complete information. Volume 1: "The Cause 1861"
Volume 2: "A Very Bloody Affair 1862" Volume 3: "Forever Free 1862" Volume 4:
"Simply Murder 1863" Volume 5: "Universe of Battle 1863" Volume 6: "Valley of the
Shadow of Death 1864" Volume 7: "Most Hallowed Ground 1864" Volume 8: "War Is
All Hell 1865" Volume 9: "Better Angels of Our Nature 1865" PBS.
The Jerry Lewis Show Collection Brimming with loads of slapstick silliness, this Jerry
Lewis compilation showcases scenes from the comedian's late 1960s variety show in
which he portrays an assortment of delightful characters such as a nutty professor,
scoutmaster and hillbilly. Distinguished guest stars who accompany the legendary
funnyman on screen include the Osmond Brothers, Flip Wilson, Don Rickles, Janet
Leigh and Lynn Redgrave. Infinity

